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up Princip
ples for Responsible Investment
Man Grou
Man Group plc is signato
ory to the Un
nited Nations--supported Principles
P
for Responsible Investment (‘PRI’).
(
Two of Man
n Group’s investment businesses, disccretionary ma
anager Man GLG
G
and systtematic equity
manager Ma
an Numeric, have been siignatories to the PRI since
e 2012 and 2014,
2
respecctively. The firm has
elevated its commitmentt to the Man Group level, implementing
g the Principlles across itss five investment
businesses – Man AHL, Man Numeric, Man GLG,, Man FRM and
a Man Glob
bal Private Maarkets – that
collectively m
manage USD
D95.9bn1 in client
c
assets.

Man Group takes a diversified approa
ach to respo nsible investm
ment across its investmennt businesses
s, which
encompasss a broad rang
ge of active strategies,
s
inccluding discre
etionary, systtematic and q
quantitative
strategies, p
private marke
ets as well as
s investment aand advisoryy services. In elevating thee Principles to
o a group
level, Man G
Group recogn
nises the continued imporrtance of the best practice
es endorsed by the PRI, which
w
have develo
oped to accommodate inc
creasingly divverse investm
ment approaches.
Founded in 2005, the PR
RI is a global network for investors com
mmitted to integrating envvironmental, social
s
and corpora
ate governance (‘ESG’) co
onsiderationss into their invvestment practices, owneership policies
s and
business strrategies. The
e six Principles for Responnsible Investm
ment are a voluntary and aaspirational set of
investment principles tha
at offer a men
nu of possiblee actions for incorporating
g ESG issuess into investm
ment
practice.

Backgrou
und to Man FRM’s Responsib
R
ble Investm
ment Policy
y
Man FRM (’FRM’) as an investment manager
m
is co
ommitted to meeting its fiduciary respoonsibility to in
nvest in
accordance
within acceptable levels of
e with any particular client’s mandate, w
o risk. As parrt of meeting this
RM’s approa
responsibilitty, FRM has developed
d
th
his Responsib
ble Investmen
nt Policy whic
ch sets out FR
ach to
the manage
ement of Responsible Inve
esting issues as they perta
ain to FRM’s business.
FRM has a sstrategic obje
ective of delivvering investm
ment perform
mance and strrong client reelationships. FRM
F
strives to meet the evolvving needs of FRM’s clientts in the chan
nging regulatory environm
ment. Environm
mental,
social and c
corporate govvernance criteria are a keyy part of FRM
M’s stewardship responsib
bility, and FRM is
committed tto furthering the interests of its clients in this area.
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1. As at June 30, 2
2017.

Definition of Responsible Investing
While there is no regulatory definition of Responsible Investing and no normative definitions exist, for the
purposes of this policy, responsible investment is defined as an approach to investing that aims to:




Incorporate ESG factors into investment decisions
Better manage risk
Generate sustainable, long-term returns2

Common themes for socially responsible investments include avoiding direct, segregated investment in
companies that produce or sell addictive substances such as alcohol, gambling and tobacco and seeking
out companies engaged in environmental sustainability and alternative energy/clean technology efforts.
Responsible investing can involve a degree of subjectivity and as such, FRM believes that it is essential to
remain in constant dialogue with its clients about the relative importance of ESG factors to them, and those
they wish to implement through their portfolio(s).

Purpose
The purpose of this document is to set out FRM’s approach to:



Discharging its responsibility towards FRM’s clients to protect and enhance value in the third party
managers/funds in which FRM invests on its client’s behalf
Incorporating factors into its investment process and investment decision making

Application
This policy applies to FRM’s Investment Management Business.

Policy
FRM is committed to the highest standards of ethical conduct and actively supports the collaboration of the
investment management industry in developing and committing to standards of responsible investment.
FRM believes that the generation of long-term sustainable returns is dependent on stable, well-functioning
and well-governed social, environmental and economic systems. Incorporating ESG factors into its
investment process is part of FRM’s fiduciary duty to its clients. FRM’s Responsible Investing Policy and
practices are consistent with FRM’s commitment to its clients and FRM’s fiduciary duty.
FRM’s Responsible Investment Policy will continue to develop over time to reflect further enhancements,
industry developments and client thinking.

FRM’s investment philosophy
As a responsible investor, FRM pays particular attention to:






Fulfilling its responsibility as shareholders (i.e. through proxy voting)
Appropriately managing conflicts and potential conflicts of interest
Focusing on wealth preservation in the management of its funds
Defending the interests of the funds’ shareholders
Consistently seeking to generate returns in order to create long-term value
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2. I.e. any form of investment that explicitly acknowledges the relevance to the client/investor of environmental and governance factors, and the long-term health
and stability of the market as a whole.

FRM’s ESG investment philosophy is guided by the following three principals:




FRM will be open and transparent with clients, and others, as to how FRM applies ESG in practice
FRM will incorporate relevant ESG factors into its investment research process
FRM will engage and collaborate with the wider investment community to discuss, evaluate and help to
shape good practice

FRM’s ESG investment philosophy is incorporated in FRM’s wider investment process. FRM’s Investment
Professionals have developed and integrated ESG factor analysis into their investment process to ensure
risk factors and opportunities are considered throughout the investment lifecycle.

FRM’s investment process
FRM’s investment process is primarily defined by the following key inputs:






Investment Committee: a group comprised of senior investment management, research, risk and
portfolio management personnel, who together are responsible for selecting and approving investment
managers, managing portfolios and providing strategic guidance to the process as a whole
Manager assessment and due diligence: bottom up process of selecting, monitoring and
recommending the approval and redemption of investment managers
Portfolio construction and management: implementation of investment ideas and on-going assessment
of strategy allocations
Risk management and monitoring: monitoring both hedge fund investments and portfolios to ensure
that risks are adequately managed at all levels

FRM’s investment process requires us to exercise professional judgement regarding drivers of value for
FRM’s clients and FRM recognises that a broad range of financial and non-financial factors may be relevant
in making investment decisions. FRM believes that responsible investing does not require ruling out
investment in any sector or company. Rather it involves including ESG information as part of investment
decision making, to ensure all relevant factors are accounted for when assessing risk and return. FRM
integrates ESG information into its qualitative analysis, which could result in making adjustments to areas
such as selection, weighting or asset allocations within a client’s overall portfolio, taking into account the
investment objectives and risk profile of the particular mandate.
As client views may differ on the importance of ESG factors within their overall portfolio, FRM generally does
not restrict investments based on criteria set by FRM. Rather, FRM seeks to understand its clients’
requirements through active dialogue and then incorporate their views into the investment mandates they
entrust to FRM.

Stewardship
Share interests carry ownership rights and exercising those rights is an integral part of FRM’s investment
philosophy, such as proxy voting. The overarching objectives for the exercise of shareholder rights and
responsibilities are to enhance returns for clients and to work in FRM’s clients’ best interests.
Given the nature of FRM’s business, FRM understands that no one model of ESG can apply to all
companies and will consider the circumstances of each company/third party manager on a case by case
basis. FRM believes that it is in the best interests of its clients to be pragmatic and practical in the way
ownership rights are exercised.
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Corporate responsibility
FRM aims to promote corporate responsibility, good practice and improved performance within all
companies and third party managed funds in which it invests. At the very least, investment managers are
expected to comply with all applicable laws and regulations in the jurisdictions in which they are located.
Through FRM’s due diligence assessments and ongoing monitoring, FRM encourages its third party
managers to adhere to high standards of business conduct and implement corporate governance
frameworks in line with good industry practice.

Proxy voting
FRM recognises its fiduciary responsibilities to its clients when undertaking proxy voting on their behalf and
have implemented a Proxy Voting Policy that is designed to ensure that proxy voting is conducted in an
appropriate manner, in line with regulatory requirements and in the best interests of its clients. In relation to
the Registered Investment Companies, FRM may waive its proxy voting rights, when this is deemed to be in
the best interests of the funds and/or to manage potential or perceived conflicts of interests.
The aim of FRM’s proxy voting activities is to increase the overall economic value of the investment, and the
votes cast on behalf of its clients is intended to achieve that objective.

Conflicts of interest
FRM’s Proxy Voting Policy and Conflicts of Interest Policies recognise that there may be times when
meeting agendas or proposals or other activities create a material conflict of interest or the appearance of a
material conflict of interest for FRM.
Where a material conflict of interest arises, the matter is referred to Compliance and for Proxy Voting
matters, the Proxy Voting Committee each ensuring respectively that the decisions taken serve the best
interests of FRM’s clients.

Restrictions on investments
Man Group (‘Man’) is committed to complying with the Conventions on Cluster Munitions and AntiPersonnel Landmines. To this end, FRM has adopted a Global Cluster Munitions and Anti-Personnel Mines
Policy. To assist FRM in meeting its obligations, FRM has developed appropriate internal systems and
controls and utilizes a specialist third party provider to monitor and identify companies involved in the
manufacture, supply and distribution of cluster munitions and other controversial weapons.
As a fund of funds manager/investor, FRM avoids placing excessive restrictions on its external fund
managers, recognising that this could reduce the accountability of those managers, impact financial
performance and limit opportunities for improving company behaviour through active shareholder
engagement.
However, where the funds or accounts FRM manages invest in third party funds, FRM monitors the risk that
the third party manager invests in a manner that may be in contravention of the applicable Cluster Munitions
obligations. Consideration of this risk, as well as other ESG matters are part of the due diligence FRM
performs on its third party managers.
When ESG issues arise, FRM may consider excluding or restricting certain types of investment from its
portfolios, taking into account other relevant factors such as the implications on performance and
diversification.
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Engagement
FRM’s Investment Professionals engage with company/third party manager management on a variety of
issues, including ESG matters that present a potential material risk to financial performance. Where
necessary, FRM provides input and recommendations on a range of issues, and uses such opportunities to
work with them and play an active role in seeking to effect changes in order to achieve good industry
practice. In some circumstances, FRM requires third party managers to implement specific enhancements
as a condition of FRM’s manager approval, which is monitored as part of FRM’s on-going manager
assessments.
The normal methods through which FRM engages with third party managers are through ongoing dialogue
with the fund management through regular meetings, visits, telephone calls. These dialogues discuss and
question operational, strategic, and other management issues. Where appropriate, FRM will offer its
opinions and comments, or make recommendations for enhancements. FRM uses the information gathered
during these meetings both to inform its investment decisions and also to encourage the company’s
management to improve procedures and policies. FRM believes that this is the most effective way to
improve corporate responsibility in its’ investee companies.
Where FRM’s concerns or recommendations have not been adequately addressed by the third party
manager, FRM may consider taking appropriate additional action such as increasing the level of monitoring,
revising the manager’s rating downwards or, where necessary, redeeming the investment.

Collaboration
Man believes in the importance or promoting integrity and transparency within the investment management
sector and actively supports the hedge fund industry in developing and committing to standards in this
regard. In 2008, Man was a founding signatory of the Standards Board for Alternative Investments (‘SBAI’).

Policy ownership and review
This policy is owned by the FRM CIO and will be reviewed on at least an annual basis and as necessary to
take into account new information, market developments and emerging thinking.
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Important information
This information is communicated and/or distributed by the relevant FRM or Man entity identified below (collectively the “Company”) subject to the following
conditions and restriction in their respective jurisdictions.
Opinions expressed are those of the author and may not be shared by all personnel of Man Group plc (‘Man’). These opinions are subject to change without
notice, are for information purposes only and do not constitute an offer or invitation to make an investment in any financial instrument or in any product to which
the Company and/or its affiliates provides investment advisory or any other financial services. Any organisations, financial instrument or products described in
this material are mentioned for reference purposes only which should not be considered a recommendation for their purchase or sale. Neither the Company nor
the authors shall be liable to any person for any action taken on the basis of the information provided. Some statements contained in this material concerning
goals, strategies, outlook or other non-historical matters may be forward-looking statements and are based on current indicators and expectations. These
forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, and the Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forwardlooking statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from those
contained in the statements. The Company and/or its affiliates may or may not have a position in any financial instrument mentioned and may or may not be
actively trading in any such securities. This material is proprietary information of the Company and its affiliates and may not be reproduced or otherwise
disseminated in whole or in part without prior written consent from the Company. The Company believes the content to be accurate. However accuracy is not
warranted or guaranteed. The Company does not assume any liability in the case of incorrectly reported or incomplete information. Unless stated otherwise all
information is provided by the Company. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Unless stated otherwise this information is communicated by Financial Risk Management Limited, which is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial
Conduct Authority.
Australia: To the extent this material is distributed in Australia it is communicated by Man Investments Australia Limited ABN 47 002 747 480 AFSL 240581,
which is regulated by the Australian Securities & Investments Commission (ASIC). This information has been prepared without taking into account anyone’s
objectives, financial situation or needs.
European Economic Area: Unless indicated otherwise this website is communicated in the European Economic Area by Man Solutions Limited which is an
investment company as defined in section 833 of the Companies Act 2006 and is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (the “FCA”).
Man Solutions Limited is registered in England and Wales under number 3385362 and has its registered office at Riverbank House, 2 Swan Lane, London, EC4R
3AD, England. As an entity which is regulated by the FCA, Man Solutions Limited is subject to regulatory requirements, which can be found at
http://register.fca.org.uk.
Germany: To the extent this material is used in Germany, the communicating entity is Man (Europe) AG, which is authorised and regulated by the Liechtenstein
Financial Market Authority (FMA). Man (Europe) AG is registered in the Principality of Liechtenstein no. FL-0002.420.371-2. Man (Europe) AG is an associated
participant in the investor compensation scheme, which is operated by the Deposit Guarantee and Investor Compensation Foundation PCC (FL-0002.039.6141) and corresponds with EU law. Further information is available on the Foundation's website under www.eas-liechtenstein.li. This material is of a promotional
nature.
Hong Kong: To the extent this material is distributed in Hong Kong, this material is communicated by Man Investments (Hong Kong) Limited and has not been
reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong. This material can only be communicated to intermediaries, and professional clients who are
within one of the professional investor exemptions contained in the Securities and Futures Ordinance and must not be relied upon by any other person(s).
Liechtenstein: To the extent the material is used in Liechtenstein, the communicating entity is Man (Europe) AG, which is regulated by the Financial Market
Authority Liechtenstein (FMA). Man (Europe) AG is registered in the Principality of Liechtenstein no. FL-0002.420.371-2. Man (Europe) AG is an associated
participant in the investor compensation scheme, which is operated by the Deposit Guarantee and Investor Compensation Foundation PCC (FL-0002.039.6141) and corresponds with EU law. Further information is available on the Foundation's website under www.eas-liechtenstein.li.
Switzerland: To the extent this material is distributed in Switzerland, this material is communicated by Man Investments AG, which is regulated by the Swiss
Financial Market Authority FINMA.
United States: This material was prepared by FRM Investment Management (USA) LLC and is communicated by Man Investments Inc. FRM Investment
Management (USA) LLC is registered as an investment advisor with the US Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). Man Investments Inc. is registered as
a broker dealer with the SEC and is a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) and the Securities Investor Protection Corporation
(“SIPC”). These registrations and memberships in no way imply a certain level of skill or expertise or that the SEC, FINRA or SIPC have endorsed FRM
Investment Management (USA) LLC or Man Investments Inc. Man Investments Inc. 452 Fifth Avenue, 27th floor, NY, NY 10018. Tel: (212) 649-6600.
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